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SNAPSHOT

Digital Operating Model
Getting the most from  
Digital Transformation



Fundamental organisational change is 
required to realise the full benefits of Digital 
Transformation

Digital transformation continues at pace1 across 
Financial Services, driven by ever-increasing customer 
expectations, increased technological innovation  
across a broadening range of competitors, and a 
mounting focus on data amongst both financial 
institutions and regulators.

The move to more distributed working necessitated 
by COVID-19 has led many firms to accelerate the 
implementation of technology change, challenging 
long-standing senior management mindsets around 
ways of working and the need for employee co-
location. Whilst the extent of permanent change and 
the ‘new normal’ for business is still taking shape, 
there is little doubt that the pandemic has advanced 
the digital agenda. The challenge now is for firms 
to take full advantage of the opportunity to drive 
further, transformative digital change across their 
organisations2.

The rewards for becoming digital are numerous and 
well-known; from enhanced customer experience and 
innovations to bolster revenue, to improved efficiency 
and reduced costs. However, organisations all too often 
fail to fully realise the opportunities available3. The 
same applies across the spectrum from local branches 
at the start of their Digital Transformation journey, to 
subsets of Tier 1, global universal banks that are more 
digitally mature, but where complexity can cause 
difficulties when implementing change. Some will focus 
too heavily on technology, without fully considering the 
business perspective; others will create impressive front 
ends, supported by inefficient and highly manual effort 
behind the scenes.

In our experience, organisations struggle to realise the 
full benefits of digital transformation, for three  
key reasons:

1. Digital change initiatives are often only superficially 
customer centric, with limited scope, ambition, 
or lack of coordination reducing their overall 
effectiveness, and resulting in missed opportunities 
to meet the demands of the market 

2. Cultural issues persist which limit technology 
and agile adoption, constraining both delivery 
and innovation capability. Rather than top-down 
adoption of a digital mindset and alignment of 
shared goals, many organisations have adopted 
digitally focused ways of working in a piecemeal 
/ bottom-up way, largely orientated around areas 
that interact directly with tech teams 
 

 
 
 

3. Legacy structures and organisational silos create 
inefficiency and barriers to integration. Replacing 
outdated technology is ineffectual without 
changes to related processes, responsibilities, 
governance and reporting arrangements, requiring 
co-operation across functions and geographies 
to overcome. Shared ownership amongst senior 
leaders, rather than the appointment of a ‘Head of 
Digital’, can make the difference between a Digital 
Bank versus merely a ‘Bank with an App’

Re-examination of the underlying operating model is 
key to addressing these issues, and to getting the most 
from digital transformation.

Digital Operating Models enable 
organisations to achieve their digital agenda 

Operating models are important because they ensure 
that all parts of the organisation are aligned and 
configured to support the delivery of value to end 
consumers, including customers, colleagues and 
shareholders. 

A Digital Operating Model serves the same purpose, 
whilst addressing some of the key challenges of digital 
transformation:
• All dimensions of the digital operating model 

are inherently customer focused, designed to 
effectively and efficiently support key customer 
and colleague journeys 

• Technology considerations are embedded across 
all dimensions. There is no separate ‘technology’ 
dimension, ensuring that resultant designs 
foster an innovative digital culture inclusive of 
close working between traditional business and 
technologist mindsets. Artificial boundaries are 
removed to enable working towards shared goals - 
tech teams learn to better understand the  
business and customer needs, while the business 
learns to understand the technologies they use

The BCS Digital Operating Model Framework addresses 
these challenges, comprising seven interdependent 
dimensions that provide a holistic view of an 
organisation from a digital perspective. The framework 
provides a blueprint from which an organisation can 
achieve synchronisation across its operations. 
 
 
 
 
 

Why is a Digital Operating Model key to 
successful digital transformation? 

1. Enabling true customer-centricity
Whilst there has been some investment in front-end service 
digitisation in recent years, glossy client interactions are 
often supported by significant analogue effort behind the 
scenes. Meanwhile, customer expectations only continue to 
evolve, with ever-growing demand for real-time services and 
seamless transactions across ecosystems. To  
achieve true customer-centricity will require  
front-to-back transformation.

A Digital Operating Model approach starts with well-defined 
and measurable customer & colleague journeys, aligned to 
both customer expectations and the organisation’s digital 
vision and strategy. Components across all dimensions (and 
change programmes) - from supporting processes to policies 
and associated document families - may then be designed 
and configured to efficiently deliver enhanced customer 
experience and adherence to regulatory obligations.

2. Fostering a culture that promotes innovation
Culture can sometimes be treated as an after-thought but 
getting it right can make or break a digital transformation, 
where the aim is to create the conditions for dynamic, 
fast-paced collaboration, increased speed to market, and 
ultimately improved innovation. Of course, culture takes 
time to embed and cannot be dictated, however, it can be 
influenced and shaped by small, well-considered updates 
- including incentives and changes to established ways of 
working – and enabled by the right organisational structures. 

Agile and DevOps implementations commonly encounter 
tension between technologists and ‘the business’ through 
engagement with inflexible business teams operating 
across siloed legacy processes, under rigid governance 
arrangements. This can turn into a roadblock to the delivery 
of value by cross-functional teams, if underlying structural 
issues are addressed.  

Cultivating a truly digital culture requires an embedded 
appreciation of Continuous Integration / Continuous 
Deployment, and an operating model configured to enable 
close working between traditional business and technologist 
mindsets, promoting a shared understanding of products, 
customers, and emerging technology to help get better 
designed products out to market quickly and safely.

3. Efficiency by design
Successful transformation requires broad-reaching, 
coordinated change, underpinned by a shared understanding 
of the vision and future shape of the organisation. 

Piecemeal or siloed efforts that are not guided by an 
over-arching design framework can result in misalignment 
and overlapping - or even conflicting – implementations. 
Change initiatives that lack depth, clear ownership, 
sufficient scoping and careful consideration of context are 
likely to introduce disjointedness, inefficiencies and risk. 
Updates to data in one domain, for instance, may impact 
across departments and dimensions, requiring changes 
to legacy processes, responsibilities, governance, and 
reporting arrangements from Front Office through Data 
Office, Risk, Finance and Treasury. Failure or a lack of 
synchronisation here has the potential to create confusion 
over accountability, duplication of effort or re-work, 
excessive review and approval, or control gaps. 

A well-defined operating model provides a holistic view of 
the target organisation, and a logical structure to help focus 
attention and effort. This enables synchronised, coordinated 
design to update components seamlessly across dimensions, 
helping to avoid the introduction of inefficiency or risk 
during transformation. At the same time, a well-defined 
model will promote shared understanding of the vision and 
future shape of the organisation among senior leaders and 
their teams.



How can BCS help? 

With our deep expertise in operating model analysis 
and design, and extensive experience delivering 
technology-driven change and transformation 
across Financial Services, BCS Consulting are the 
perfect partner to help you get the most from digital 
transformation. 

We help our clients to:

1. Strategic Alignment and Maturity Assessment: 
• Assess domain, department or organisation-

wide operating model maturity to define, 
plan and sequence initiatives to deliver digital 
transformation

• Secure senior sponsorship and funding 
through investment case development, 
supported by independent cost / benefit and 
options analysis

2. Customer and Colleague Journeys: 
• Conduct expert analysis and review of 

customer and colleague journeys and 
underpinning processes to understand gaps 
and areas for improvement

• Work collaboratively with Business and 
Technology stakeholders to identify high 
impact areas where operating model changes 
can unlock productivity, innovation and foster 
the growth of a digital culture

3. Operating Model Design & Implementation: 
• Realise the full benefits of digital 

transformation for the organisation and its 
customers by re-designing the op model to 
ensure that all components – from data to 
people - are organised and configured around 
delivery of the digital experience across key 
customer and colleague journeys

• Adopt a logical and iterative approach to 
evolving the operating model through design 
and development cycles, ensuring ongoing 
alignment with strategic priorities and 
advancements in the firm’s capabilities and 
technology

Who should you speak to?

Rob Edmonds, Principal Consultant 

Rob.Edmonds@bcsconsulting.com

Cameron Holt, Managing Consultant 

Cameron.Holt@bcsconsulting,com

Theo Secker, Director  

Theo.Secker@bcsconsulting.com
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